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ABSTRACT

We consider independence system polytopes, i.e. polytopes
whose extreme points are the incidence vectors of the sets of an
independence system. First, a result of Chvatal on canonical
facets for node packing polytopes is extended to independence
system polytopes. Then, the notion of antiweb introduced by
Trotter for graphs is generalized to independence systems and
used for obtaining canonical facets of the associated polytopes.
We also point out how
set covering and independence system
polytopes relate and discuss the relationships between our
results and the ones obtained recently by Sassano.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given a finite set E={e 1 , ••• ,en}, an independence system
( IS for short) on E is a family J of subsets of E closed under
inclusion, i.e. satisfying the following property:
(I) If J EJ and I S J, then I EJ
set belonging to J is called independent and a set that does
not belong to J is called dependent. Minimal (for set inclusion)
dependent sets are called circuits and we denote by C(J) the
family of circuits of J. The collection C(J) is a clutter, i.e.,
if C,C' EC(J) and CSC', then C=C'. An independence system is fully
characterized by its family of circuits and, conversely, every
clutter C determines a unique IS: J(C)={IS E: C<tI for all CEC}.
The rank function of the IS J is the set function defined by:
r(S)=max( III
I EJ and I S S) for all SS E. We also define the
independence number ~(J) of the IS J as the maximum size of the
independent sets, i.e. ~(J)=r(E). Notice that, if all circuits
have size two, then J is the family of stable sets of the graph G
with E as nodeset and C as edgeset and the independence number is
exactly the stability number of Gas defined in [1].

A

Given an IS Jon E, we define the following independence
system polytope: P=P(J)=Conv(J) of ~E which is the convex hull of
the incidence vectors of the independent sets of J. In many
applications, a weight we is associated with each element eEE and
one is interested in finding an independent set of maximum
weight,
which amounts to solve the following optimization
problem:
Max

w.x

st

xEP(J)

eEE

This problem can be solved, at least in theory, by linear
programming techniques if one can describe the polytope P(J) by a
(minimal)system
of linear inequalities. In practice, some
efficient procedures for the above optimization problem can be
found even if only a partial description of P(J) is available .
Hence, it is of fundamental interest to find some classes of
valid inequalities defining facets for P(J). Much work was done
in
this direction, mainly based on the study of special
configurations of the family of circuits (for another approach,
based on the study of str.uctural properties of matroidal type of
the family J of independent sets, see [4]). For any IS J, the
inequality:
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(1)

is clearly valid for P(J). Hence, it is natural to ask for some
conditions on J (or C(J)) that ensure that (1) induces a facet,
which is then called canonical facet, of P(J).
When all circuits have size two, i.e. in the graph case,
Chvatal gives a sufficient condition for the existence of
canonical facets in terms of the connectivity of some suitably
defined partial graph (cf. [3]) and necessary conditions for the
same property, using the notion of critical cutsets, are stated
by Balas and Zemel in [2]. Also, some classes of graphs that
yield canonical facets are introduced; for instance, the cliques,
odd holes, odd antiholes in [7], webs and antiwebs in [6]. Some
extensions of these results to IS can be found in [5],[9],[10]
where the notions of generalized cliques, odd holes and antiholes
are defined. In this paper, we give a further generalization of
these notions. So, we extend in section 3 Chvatal's result to
general IS ; we introduce in section 4 a class of IS: the
generalized antiwebs and we characterize
the ones having
canonical facets.
In the last paragraph, we point out the relations
existing between set covering and IS polytopes. In fact, many IS
arise
as the family of solutions of
integer programming
problems of packing type. More precisely, let M be an mxn matrix
with coefficients in {0,1} and bERn be a vector with nonzero
integer
coordinates.
The
following
polytopes
are often
considered:
(SC)

Q=Conv({xE{O,l}n: Mx~lnJ)

(SP)

P1 =Conv({xE{O,l}n: Mx~lnJ)

(GSP)

P=Conv({xE{O,l}n: Mx~b})

where we refer to (SC) as the set covering polytope, to (SP) as
the set packing polytope (which can be transformed into an
equivalent
node
packing
polytope,
using
the notion of
intersection graph, cf. [7]) and to (GSP) as the generalized set
packing polytope; ln denoting then-vector whose coordinates are
all equal to 1. Then, the family J of subsets of [1,n] whose
incidence vectors belong to the polytope Pis clearly an IS. The
case when, for all jE [l,m], b +1 is equal to the number of
nonzero coordinates of the j-th row of M, is particularly
interesting since, then, the circuits of J correspond exactly to
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those rows of M that do not dominate any other row of M; also, in
this case, the polytope (GSP) can be transformed into the set
covering
polytope
(SC),
and
conversely,
by
using the
substitution: x'=l n -x. We will point out in section 5 some
implications of this fact.

2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

In the following,
ln(resp. On) denotes the vector of ~n
whose coordinates are all equal to l(resp. 0). For all aE~, LaJ
denotes the largest integer less or equal to a. Given a set I,
the vector: x 1 =(x; )e EE denotes the incidence vector of I defined
by: x;=l if eEI and O otherwise. Also, given some elements eEI,
e'$I, we denote by I+e' the set I U{e'} and by I-e the set I-{e}.
A polyhedron P£~ n is the intersection of finitely many
closed halfspaces and,if Palso is bounded, then Pis a polytope.
The dimension of a polyhedron P, denoted by dimP, is the maximum
number of affinely independent points in P minus one and, if
On $P, then dimP is equal to the maximum number of linearly
independent points in P. The polyhedron P is called full
dimensional if its dimension is equal ton. In the following, for
any IS J on E, we can assume w.l.o.g. that P(J) is full
dimensional, i.e. that {e}EJ for all eEE. Given a polyhedron P,
cE~ nand pE~, the inequality: c.~p is called valid for P if it
is satisfied by all points of P; then, the set: V={xEP: c.x=P} is
called the face of P induced (or defined) by the inequality
c.~p. A facet is a face of P having dimension dimP-1; hence, if
Pis full dimensional, then each facet is determined by a unique,
up to positive multiple, valid inequality.
For the terminology and the basic properties for graphs
and hypergraphs, we refer for instance to [1].

3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE EXISTENCE OF CANONICAL FACETS

We prove a theorem which, extending a result of
Chvatal ([3]) for the node packing problem, gives a sufficient
condition for the inequality:
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( 3. 1)

Lx
e EE

to induce a
system on E.

e

:-:; o:<J)

facet of the polytope P(J), J being an independence

We first introduce an operation of contraction for
families of sets. Given a family A of subsets of E and a subset B
of E, the contraction of A by B is the collection denoted by A/B
and defined by: A/B={AEA: B~A}.
Given an IS Jon E with C as family of circuits, we
define a graph G(J) called critical graph of J having E as
nod3set and whose edges are defined as follows: two distinct
elements e,e' of E are adjacent in G(J) if and only if
o:(J(C/{e,e'})) ~ o:(J)+l ; i.e. the removal of all circuits
containing both e,e' increases the rank of E.
REMARK 3.2. It can be easily verified that two distinct elements
e,e' of E are adjacent in G(J) if and only if there exists an
independent set IEJ such that: IIl=o:(J), eEI, e'aI and I-e+e'EJ.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given an IS Jon E, if the critical graph G(J)
is connected, then the inequality (3.1) induces a facet of the
polytope P(J).
Proof.Let V be the face of P(J) induced by the valid inequality
(3.1). Suppose that there exists another valid inequality c.x:-:;~
such

that

V={xEP: c.x=~} .

We

prove

that

c.x

and

L

xe are
eEE
identical linear forms up to positive multiple; i.e. that ce=ce ,
for all e,e'EE. Take first two distinct elements e,e'EE that are
adjacent in G(J). Then, in view of Remark 3.2, there exists a set
IEJ such that: e'aI, e EI, I'=I-e+e'EJ and IIl=II' l=o:(J). Thus,
the incidence vectors x 1 ,x 1 ' of I,I' lie on the face V and we have
therefore that: c.x 1 =c.x 1 ' =~ which implies that ce=ce . . It now
follows easily from the connectivity of G(J) that ce=ce , for all
e,e' EE.•

Related results have been obtained by Sassano ([8]) for
the set covering polytope and by Sekiguchi ([9]) in the context
of hypergraphs. The connection with the result of [8] will be
examined in section 5. We now show how Proposition 3.3 and
Sekiguchi's result are related. For this, we first reformulate
the problem which was considered in [9].
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Given a family A of subsets of E, we define the following
IS on E: J={IS E: IIn Al $ IAl-1 for all AEA} and,
for all BEA, we
consider the IS on E: J(B)={ISE: IIn Al$IAl-1 for all AEA,A7B}. In
[9],
a set BEA is called critical if ~(J(B)) ~ ~(J)+l. Let A* be
the collection of all critical sets of A and X(A)=(E,A*) be the
hypergraph with E as nodeset and A* as edgeset.
PROPOSITION 3.4 ( [9]) If the hypergraph X(J) is connected, then
(3.1) induces a facet of P(J).
We
now show that
Proposition 3.3 .

Proposition

3.4

PROPOSITION 3.5. If the hypergraph
critical graph G(J) is connected.

is

in

fact

implied

by

X(J) is connected, then the

Proof. It follows easily from the following claim.
3.6. If two distinct elements of E are contained in a
common critical set of A*, then they are adjacent in G(J).

CLAIM

Proof. Take two distinct elements e,e' of E and a set BEA* such
that {e,e'}SB. By definition of A*, there exists a set I such
that IIl=~(J)+l and IInAl~IAI for all AEA,A7B. We finish the
proof by showing that I is indeed independent in J(C/{e,e'}),
i.e. that any circuit contained in I must contain both e,e'. Take
CEC such that CSI. It can be easily verified from the definition
of J that C indeed belongs to A. It follows from the definition
of I that C=B and thus {e,e'}~C.•
REMARK 3.7. Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 are not equivalent, i.e. the
converse of proposition 3.5 is false as shown by the following
example.
Take E={l,2,3,4,5} and A={123,124,235,245,345} (where 123 stands
for the set {1,2,3}, for short). It is easy to verify that there
is only one critical set in A: 345 and, thus, the hypergraph X(J)
is not connected; however, the critical graph G(J) is indeed
connected and more precisely it has the following configuration:

1~
5

2
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4. GENERALIZED ANTIWEBS AND THEIR CANONICAL FACETS

Let n,t,q be some integers such that ~t~q~2. We denote
the groundset by E={e 1 ,e 2 , •• ,e 0 } , IEl=n and we define the sets:
N= {1,2, .. ,n} and,for all iEN, Ei={ei,ei. 1 , •• ,ei•t-l} (where the
indices are taken modulo n) formed by t consecutive elements.
call (n,t,q)-generalized antiweb on Ethe
family of subsets of E denoted by A~(n,t,q) and defined by:
A~(n,t,q)={c;E:ICl=q and c;Ei for some iEN}
DEFINITION

4.1.

We

In the following,
we will refer to the (n,t,q)-generalized
antiweb as the independence system having A~(n,t,q) as family of
circuits
as well
and we
will sometimes
omit the word
"generalized".
The (n,t,q)-generalized antiwebs contain as special cases
the following structures.
-antiwebs with parameters n,t when q=2,
i.e. in the graph
theoretical sense (cf.[1O])
-generalized cliques (cf.[5],[6],[9]) when n=t
-generalized
odd holes (cf.[5] ) when q=t and
t does not
divide n
-generalized antiholes (cf.[5]) when n=qt+l
(notice that the objects introduced in [5] are slightly more
general; basically,
in [5] ,
the points are "blown up" and
replaced by pairwise disjoint sets)
-(q,t)-roses of order n as defined in [8] (this relation will
be discussed in section 5).
REMARK 4.2. A set I~E is independent in A~(n,t,q) if and only if
IInE 1 l~q-1 for all iEN.

In
the following, we give in proposition 4.3 the
numerical value of the independence number of A'W(n,t,q) and, in
theorem 4.8, we characterize the antiwebs hav~ng canonical
facets.
PROPOSITION
by:

4.3. The

independence number

of A~(n,t,q) is given

~(A~(n,t,q))=ln(~-l)j.

Proof. By using Remark 4.2, we have that, for any independent set
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n

I,

I:

IIn Ei I~ n(q-1).Since each element of E belongs to exactly t

i=l
n

distinct sets Ei, we deduce that

I:

IIn Ei l=tlII and therefore III

i=l

~ n(~-l)

which implies that a(A~(n,t,q))~ln(~-l)j.
In

order to

show the

reverse inequality, we exhibit an
independent set I of size III= n(q-l)j
t
. For this, consider the
l
integers a,p obtained by euclidien division of n(q-1) by t , i.e.
with

(4.4) n(q-l)=at+p

O~p~t-1

and

~= ln( qt-1) J
....

We define the following set I:

We now show that I is indeed an independent set of size a=
n(q-l)j
t
. It can be easily observed that, for all k,k' such that
l
O~k~k'~a-1, the inequality
1~ uk~ uk.~n holds, which therefore
implies that III =a. We verify that I is independent, i.e., in
view of Remark 4.2, that IInE 1 l~q-1 holds for all iEN. Suppose
for contradiction that, for some iEN, we have IInE 1 l~q. Let k be
the first integer such that e u k EE 1 , i.e.
(4 . 6 )

~=

1+

l:n

J

~

i

If tinEi l~q, then this implies that eu

By

k+q-1

EEi, i.e.

using the fact that Lx+yJ~LxJ+LyJ holds for all reals x,y and

the inequality ln(~-l)j~t, we deduce from (4.6) and (4.7) that
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~

i+t-1

Uk+q-l

~

Uk +

l

n(~-l)j
--~--

~

holds,

i+t

yielding

a

contradiction.•
THEOREM 4.8. The valid inequality

L

ln(~-l)j
Xe S
eEE
induces a facet of the polytope P=P(A~(n,t,q)) if and only if n=t
or t does not divide n(q-1).
( 4. 9)

Proof.
When
n=t,
then, as
we
already
mentioned,
the
(n,n,q)-generalized antiweb corresponds to a generalized clique
for which it is known that (4.9) induces a facet of P (see [5],
[6],[9]). Hence, we can assume that t,n.
Let us first assume that t divides n(q-1). Then (4.9) can
be
obtained as a linear combination of the inequalities:

L

xes q-1

that

are valid

for P

for all

iEN and therefore

eEEi
(4.9) does not induce a facet of P.
We now assume that t does not divide n(q-1).We prove that
(4.9) induces a facet of P by using Proposition 3.3, i.e. we show
that the critical graph G
associated with the antiweb is
connected. For this, take the independent set I defined by
relation (4.5) that we considered in the proof of Proposition
4.3. By construction, we have that e 1 EI and also en~I. Else, if
en EI, then
and

this implies that

thus l:nj =-1, yielding

n = u~_ 1 =

l+l<~:l)nj = l+n +l:nj

the inequality

ns~;

using relation

(4.4),
we
deduce
that
~t+p=n(q-l)s~(q-1),~t
yielding a
contradiction. We define the set I'=I-e 1 +en; then, in view of
Remark 3.2, in order to show that e 1 ,en are adjacent in G, it is
enough to check that I' also is an independent set. For this, it
can be easily seen that it suffices to verify that II'nEn-t+l I
sq-1,
i.e.
1rnEn-t•l lsq-2.
Suppose for contradiction that
IInEn-t+l l~q-1 holds; this implies that eu
E En-t+l, i.e.
~-q+l

n-t+l s u~-q•l = l+l(~-~+l)nj from which we deduce that

n(~-l)<t

n(q-1)
n(q-1)
and thus
~
=t,
i.e.
t
=~We therefore obtain a
contradiction with the assumption that t does not divide n(q-1).•
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5. SET COVERING AND INDEPENDENCE SYSTEM POLYTOPES

Given an mxn matrix M with coefficients in {0,1}, we can
define the following set covering polytope:

i.e. the sets whose incidence vectors belong
Its feasible sets,
If A denotes the family of sets whose
Q,
are
called
covers.
to
incidence vectors are exactly the rows of M, then a set Dis a
cover if and only if 1onA1~1 for all AEA. Another interpretation
is given in [8] in terms of bipartite graphs: a bipartite graph
H=(V,U,E) is associated with M; its nodeset is WU where
U=[l,m],V= [1,n] and two nodes uEU,vEV are adjacent in H if and
only if the entry muvof Mis equal to 1. Hence, the u-th row of M
is the incidence vector of the set N(u) of neighboors of node uEU
and A={N(u): uEU}. Therefore, a set D~V is a cover if and only if
each node uEU is adjacent to at least one node of D. The covering
number of His denoted by P(H) and defined as the minimum size of
a cover of H. Therefore, the inequality:
( 5•2 )

L

xv

~

P(H)

vEV

is clearly valid for the polytope Q. Again, it is a natural
question to look for some conditions on H (i.e. on M, or A) for
which (5.2) is facet inducing. Some results of this type are
given in [8]. In particular, the class of (q,t)-roses of order n
is introduced and the roses for which (5.2) defines a facet are
completely characterized.
In [8] , a graph H* called critical
graph is associated with the bipartite graph H(V,U,E): its
nodeset is V and two vertices v,v'EV are adjacent in H* if and
only if: P(H-N(v)nN(v' )) ~ P(H)-1 , where H-N(v)nN(v') denotes
the induced subgraph of H having WV-N(v)nN(v') as nodeset.
PROPOSITION 5.3([8])
If the graph H* is connected,
inequality (5.2) induces a facet of the polytope Q.

then the

The similarity between these results and those we proved
for IS polyhedra follows from the fact that any set covering
polytope (5.1) can be transformed, by using the substitution:
x'=ln-x, into the following IS polytope (5.4), and vice-versa.
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where b=M.ln -ln , i.e., for j=l,2, .. ,m, bj+ 1 is equal to the
number of nonzero coordinates of the j-th row of M. If J denotes
the IS formed by the sets whose incidence vectors belong to P,
then a set I is independent in J if and only if its complement
D=V-I is a cover of Hand thus we have that: ~(J)=n-~(H); also,
the circuits of J correspond exactly to the rows of M that do not
dominate any other row. Furthermore, the problems of describing
the facial structure of the polytopes P and Qare equivalent in
view of the following result which can be easily verified.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Given cE~", ~E~, we have equivalence between the
following assertions:
(i) the inequality: c.x~~ induces a facet of Q
(ii) the inequality: c.x~c.ln-~ induces a facet of P
In fact, we have the following relations between some of
the properties that have been proven for the set covering and the
independence system polytopes.
-the critical graph H* associated with H (i.e. with Q) and the
critical graph G(J) associated with J (i.e. with P) are identical
(the proof follows easily from the relation that we mentioned
above existing between independent sets and covers). However,
Proposition 3.3 is stronger than Proposition 5.3 since it holds
for any IS polytope: Conv({xE{O,l}": Mx~b} ) where b is an
arbitrary integer vector.
-the (q,t)-roses of order n studied in [8] correspond (via the
substitution: x'=ln -x) to_ the (n,t,q)-generalized antiwebs that
we considered in section 4. Hence, Proposition 4.3 and Theorem
4.9 can also be derived from the corresponding results for roses
from [SJ.However, we felt that it was of interest to give an
alternative and furthermore constructive proof of these results;
also, to show how they relate to some well studied objects: the
antiwebs in the graph theoretical context, and more generally, to
point out how results for the set covering polytope extend to
general IS.
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